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Abstract

The paper is aimed as a contribution to the general theory of nonlinear infinite dimensional
dynamical systems describing interacting physiologically structured populations. We carry out
continuation of local solutions to maximal solutions in a functional analytic setting. For maxi-
mal solutions we establish global existence via exponential boundedness and by a contraction
argument, adapted to derive uniform existence time. Moreover, within the setting of dual Banach
spaces, we derive results on continuous dependence with respect to time and initial state.

To achieve generality the paper is organized top down, in the way that we first treat abstract
nonlinear dynamical systems under very few but rather strong hypotheses and thereafter work
our way down towards verifiable assumptions in terms of more basic biological modelling
ingredients that guarantee that the high level hypotheses hold.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Aims

The main aim of this paper is to present several new results concerning the general
theory of nonlinear physiologically structured population models. Traditionally, see e.g.
[30,24] and the references in both, the dynamics of such populations are described by
partial differential equations (PDE), but more recently, see[10,12] by constructing next
state operators, which define a nonlinear semigroup. Following the second approach,
we here extend the local constructions of[10], give conditions for the existence of
global solutions in terms of exponential bounds and establish continuity properties. For
steady-state analysis for structured populations, see[11] (general structured popula-
tions), [15,16] (application to a cannibalism model) and for numerical approaches see
[2–4,8,20].

An essential tool for constructing local next state operators is the so-calledmethod
of interaction variables, which consists basically in splitting a quasilinear problem into
a linear problem and (coupled to that) a fixed point problem. After having outlined this
method, we start by establishing a linear theory, which has a biological interpretation by
itself: it describes the population dynamics, when conditions are such that interactions
can be ignored. In particular, we illustrate how the mathematical theory of adjoint
semigroups provides a natural framework for the investigation of continuity properties.
More generally, the motivation for the use of duality is the combination of a general and
natural population state space and a convenient space, the space of continuous functions
vanishing at infinity, to work with. We present examples of semigroups representing
a population evolution that are the “not strongly continuous adjoint” of a strongly
continuous semigroup. In view of the coupling to a fixed point problem, the central
object in our linear theory is a linear semigroup, which is not parametrized by time,
but more generally by functions of time, which we callinputs. In this setting, we
generalize the well-known fact, that the adjoint semigroup of a strongly continuous
semigroup is continuous in the weak* topology, see[14] or [6], to semigroups with
infinite dimensional parameters. In the classic[19, Section 10.10]treats aspects of
n-parameter semigroups, but does not contain duality results.

Coming to the nonlinear problem, we find that continuous dependence can quickly
be deduced from the corresponding properties of the linear problem. Moreover we
demonstrate how, at an abstract level, under very few assumptions a fairly general
local construction can be extended to maximal time intervals, such that one gets a
nonlinear semiflow. Once established, the semiflow properties provide a framework for
investigating global existence and qualitative behaviour.

From a mathematical point of view, the closest kin to the dynamical systems con-
sidered here are generated by differential equations with state-dependent delay. In fact
we are dealing with “translation along orbits of ordinary differential equation” semi-
groups provided with nonlocal boundary conditions. The special feature is that both,
the direction of the orbits and the speed of translation incorporate nonlinearities (it
is this property that prevents us from applying the theory developed by Marcus and
Mizel [23]). Our hope is that in the long run the kind of tools and results developed
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for equations with state-dependent delay (see[22,29,5] and the references given there)
can be extended to the present more general class of dynamical systems (a side-aim
of the present paper is to draw the attention of the “delay” community to this class of
models and the mathematical problems they pose).

Our notion of “input” yields a linear skew-product flow when inputs are defined
for all time (see e.g.[27] and the references given there). So one might say that we
construct a nonlinear dynamical system by providing a linear skew-product flow with
a constraint that specifies the “parameter” part of the flow in terms of the dynamics
on the state space. We are not aware of any other examples of such a situation but are
curious whether there are any!

1.2. Background and motivation from structured populations

To motivate the treatment of nonlinearities with interaction variables, we consider
the PDE

�
�t
n(t, x)+ �

�x
g(x, n(t, ·))n(t, x) = −�(x, n(t, ·))n(t, x),

g(xb, n(t, ·))n(t, xb) =
∫ xm

xb

�(x, n(t, ·))n(t, x) dx,

n(0, x) = n0(x),

which describes the development of a population structured by individual body size.
Here,x denotes the size of the individual andn(t, x) the density of individuals having
size x at time t. By g, � and � we denote the individual rates of growth, death
and reproduction, respectively, which are allowed to depend on individual size and
population density. Finally,xb and xm denote size at birth and maximum size and
n0(x) an initial population density.

In the one species case, the dependence onn(t, ·) may reflect cannibalistic interac-
tions, see[7,10], but the PDE can via vector notation easily be extended to multispecies
models, see e.g.[25].

Note, that if the structuring variablex models an individuals age instead of its size,
growth means ageing, henceg equals one and the PDE is semilinear, when viewed
in the framework of dual semigroups and perturbation theory[9]. In the case of size
structure, however, the growth rateg is in general density dependent and the PDE
is no longer semilinear but quasilinear. For such problems, it seems hard to derive
perturbation results, since generators cannot be defined in a manner analogous to the
semilinear case.

We now outline how the system can be treated with the help of interaction variables.
The proper definitions will be given in Section2 when we follow the “constructive” ap-
proach. Let us denote byI (t) a so-called input at timet. Think of an input as a variable
that has a certain influence on the individuals: a first example is the food concentration
that is experienced by an individual, because it influences its growth, maintenance and
reproduction. A second example is the predation pressure an individual experiences,
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because it influences its mortality. When taking both into account,I (t) becomes a two
component function. The crucial modelling task is, as we will now illustrate, to define
inputs in such a way that if they are known, individuals are independent from one
another and the resulting population system is linear. So one should define inputs such
that the density dependences incorporated ing, � and � can be replaced by inputs. In
the often encountered case where a density dependencei occurs via a dependence on

∫
�i (x)n(t, x) dx,

i.e., via some function�i weighing the influence of individuals on the basis of their
state, one defines

Ii(t) :=
∫

�i (x)n(t, x) dx.

Then the PDE can be rewritten as a combination of a linear system

�
�t
n(t, x)+ �

�x
g(x, I1(t))n(t, x) = −�(x, I2(t))n(t, x),

g(xb, I1(t))n(t, xb) =
∫ xm

xb

�(x, I1(t))n(t, x) dx,

n(0, x) = n0(x)

and a feedback law (in vector notation)

I (t) =
∫

�(x)n(t, x) dx. (1.1)

Suppose for now, that we have solved the linear system by constructing a linear operator
TI (e.g. acting onL1) with the interpretation that

T�(t)I n (1.2)

represents the population state which has evolved from an initial staten under an input
I after t time units (here by�(t) we denote the restriction operator which will be
properly defined later). Next, replacen in (1.1) by (1.2) to obtain the equation

I (t) :=
∫

�(y)(T�(t)I n)(y) dy, (1.3)

which, after dropping the assumption thatI is given, we interpret as a fixed point
equation forI. Suppose that (1.3) has a unique solutionIn, depending on the initial
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staten, then In(t) is the input value, the population produces for its individuals at
time t if it is left to its own devices. Hence, by substitutingIn into (1.2) we obtain a
nonlinear operator

T�(t)Inn, (1.4)

representing the population state after timet.
One of the objectives of this paper is to study boundedness and continuity properties

of (1.4). The construction suggests to first derive such properties for (1.2) and so we
shall do so.

1.3. Structure of the paper

The paper employs three levels of (decreasing) generality. At each level, we first
work on a linear theory and then draw conclusions for the nonlinear problem, which
makes up for the 3× 2 = 6, Sections2–7.

In Section2 we state the hypotheses concerning the existence of a family of linear
operators with input having the semigroup property and subsequently show boundedness
in the operator norm. The fact that, for fixed finite time, this boundedness is for a large
class of models uniform with respect to the input, allows to transfer boundedness very
quickly to the nonlinear system, see Section3.7. Next, we establish for the linear
system continuous dependence on the initial value and, via duality, on the input, both
of which are used for proving for the nonlinear system continuous dependence on the
initial value. Again via duality, we finally give conditions for continuous dependence
of the linear system on time, a property that can also be transferred quickly to the
nonlinear system, see Section3.9.

In Section3 we start by explaining how via a fixed point assumption a local nonlinear
solution is constructed. With this construction we proceed as is usual in dynamical
systems in that we establish the existence and uniqueness of a global solution via local
and maximal unique extension and exponential boundedness (“no blow up”). Once
we have a global solution, we conclude Section3 by showing the earlier mentioned
continuity properties for the nonlinear system.

In Sections4 and 5 we let the abstract systems of Sections2 and 3 represent the
state evolution of a structured population. The individuals are characterized by two
so-called kernels that specify survival probabilities and offspring production. Subse-
quently we work out conditions for these kernels such that the assumptions made in
Sections2 and 3 hold.

In Sections6 and7 we verify these conditions for the case of deterministic individual
development and to do so construct the kernels in terms of vital functions.

In our presentation we employ a theory orientated top down approach, but in
Section8 we summarize the results in a more user friendly manner by applying them
to a size structured population with deterministic individual growth.

We distinguish explicitly between hypotheses and assumptions. The assumptions are
assumed to hold throughout the remaining part of the exposition, whereas the hypotheses
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are operative throughout the treatment of the level and will be further elaborated in the
subsequent level.

The idea for this top down approach is taken from[10]. In spite of this, we try to
stay as complementary to[10] as possible, in the way that we establish new results for
existing models and with only as much overlap as is necessary to keep the exposition
self-contained. We therefore aim for and hope that the presentation is comprehensive
and fruitful also for readers not familiar with the earlier paper.

2. Linear dynamical systems with input

2.1. Existence and semigroup property

Take a setY, of which we will think as the population state space. Acting onY
is a family of operators{TI } that, unlike “ordinary” semigroups see e.g.[14], is not
parametrized by time, but more generally by functions of time, which we callinputs
and shall mostly denote byI.

Let E be some Banach space and letZ ⊂ E, then the inputs are assumed to be
elements ofCs := C([0, s], Z) for somes > 0, whereC([0, s], E) denotes the Banach
space of continuous functions equipped with the sup-norm.

Remark 2.1. In this paper we assume inputs to be continuous functions of time (de-
fined on closed intervals). This has some advantages relative to the slightly different
setting of[10]. The price we pay is that some models, in which behavioural responses
of individuals have jump discontinuities as a function of i-state, are not covered literally
by the results that follow.

We define

C :=
⋃
s�0

Cs,

and l(I ) as the length of an inputI, i.e., l(I ) = s, s�0 if and only if I ∈ Cs . If
l(I ) = 0 we shall speak of the empty input, which as an individual object will be
denoted by/I. We interpretTI y as the state that has evolved from an initial statey
under an inputI after l(I ) time units. To generalize the usual semigroup property

T (s1)T (s2) = T (s1 + s2) (2.1)

to maps parametrized by inputs, we define two operations onC.

Definition 2.2. For I ∈ C and s ∈ [0, l(I )], we denote by�(s)I the restriction of I to
the interval[0, s], i.e.,

(�(s)I )(t) = I (t), t ∈ [0, s].
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The (left) shift �(−s)I is, for s ∈ [0, l(I )], defined by

(�(−s)I )(t) = I (t + s), t ∈ [0, l(I )− s].

Note, that�(s)(Ct ) = Cs and �(−s)(Ct ) = Ct−s for all s ∈ (0, t].

Now we are ready to formulate the analogue of (2.1) for inputs as

Hypothesis 2.3.For everyI ∈ C there exists a mapTI : Y −→ Y , such that

T/I = idY , (2.2)

TI = T�(−�)I T�(�)I , 0����(I ). (2.3)

For constant inputs we obtain semigroups of maps ofY into Y parametrized by
positive real numbers:

Lemma 2.4. Suppose thatI is time independent, then with T (s) := T�(s)I , one has

T (s1)T (s2) = T (s1 + s2).

Proof. First note that, for arbitrary inputs one has

�(s2)�(s1 + s2)I = �(s2)I

and for constantI also

�(s1)I = �(−s2)�(s1 + s2)I .

Therefore,

T (s1)T (s2) = T�(s1)I T�(s2)I = T�(−s2)�(s1+s2)I T�(s2)�(s1+s2)I

= T�(s1+s2)I = T (s1 + s2). �

We will discuss Hypothesis2.3 further in Section4.1.

2.2. Exponentially bounded linear systems

We shall assume exponential boundedness of the linear system with input. The mo-
tivation for this assumption is the following: For any “realistic” population model,
individuals have a bounded rate of offspring production, uniformly for all conceivable
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inputs, see for instance[21]. Accordingly the population can grow at most exponentially
in time or, in other words, there is an exponential a priori bound.

The boundedness will be used to prove the existence of a global solution for the
nonlinear system as well as to prove continuous dependence with respect to state and
input in the linear theory. Let from now onY be a Banach space and suppose theTI
are linear operators onY. Then we can state exponential boundedness as

Hypothesis 2.5.There exist constantsc�1 andk�0, such that for ally ∈ Y and all
I ∈ C the estimate‖TI y‖�cekl(I )‖y‖ holds.

We shall verify the hypothesis in Section4.2.

2.3. Continuous dependence on the initial value

Continuous dependence on the initial population state follows immediately from the
linearity of theTI and the boundedness in Hypothesis2.5.

Theorem 2.6. Let s�0, then TI yn −→ TI y in norm for n → ∞ if yn −→ y in Y in
norm for n→ ∞, uniformly for I ∈ Cs .

2.4. Adjoint semigroups

We present the concept of duality, which in the more concrete setting of Section4.3
will allow the combination of a general population state space, which will be a space
of measures, and a convenient space to work with, namely the continuous functions.

Suppose that there exists some Banach spaceX, such thatX∗ = Y , i.e., the population
state spaceY is the dual space ofX. With the pairing

〈·, ·〉 : Y ×X −→ R

we make the identificationy = 〈y, ·〉. We assume that the norm onY is the dual space
norm induced byX, i.e.,

‖y‖ = sup
x∈X, ‖x‖�1

|〈y, x〉|. (2.4)

Now we postulate existence of the preadjoint as

Hypothesis 2.7.Suppose that, for eachI ∈ C, there exists a so-calledpreadjoint op-

erator T̃I : X −→ X, such that
〈
y, T̃I x

〉
= 〈TI y, x〉, for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .

The verification of this hypothesis will be carried out in Section4.3. It is easy to
prove that, like in the case of one-parameter semigroups, theT̃I inherit linearity and the
(generalized) semigroup property from their adjoints. Moreover, by Hypothesis2.5 and
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the definition of the dual space norm, one easily deduces that theT̃I are bounded with
‖T̃I‖ = ‖TI‖. We will sometimes call{TI } the population semigroup to distinguish it
from its preadjoint semigroup.

2.5. Weak* continuous dependence on the input

To fill the toolbox for proving continuity properties in the nonlinear theory, we
establish continuity of the linear system on the input. For “ordinary” one-parameter
semigroups, see[14,6] it is well-known, that the adjoint of a strongly continuous
semigroup is in general not strongly continuous but continuous in the weak* topol-
ogy. Hence, by Lemma2.4, we cannot expect strong continuity for theTI either, see
Example6.13. The following continuity property of the preadjoint semigroup will be
used to show continuous dependence of theTI in the weak* topology.

Hypothesis 2.8.There exists somel > 0, such that for allx ∈ X and all � > 0, there
exists some� = �0(�, x) such, that

‖T̃I x − T̃J x‖�� (2.5)

holds for all s ∈ [0, l] and all I, J ∈ Cs with

‖I − J‖��.

Remark 2.9. We cannot assume uniformity inx (on bounded sets), because then from
(2.5) one could deduce continuity of thẽTI in the operator norm and, since

‖TI − TJ ‖ = ‖T̃I − T̃J ‖,

continuity of I �−→ TI in the operator norm, which we do not have in the applications
that we have in mind (see Example6.13).

The semigroup property now guarantees that we can extend estimate (2.5) to inputs
of arbitrary length. However, since the evolution of the state is input dependent, we
lose uniformity in I:

Proposition 2.10. For all s > 0, I0 ∈ Cs , x ∈ X and � > 0, there exists some
� = �1(�, x, s, I0) such that

‖T̃I x − T̃I0x‖��

holds for all I ∈ Cs with

‖I − I0‖��.
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Proof. Choosel according to Hypothesis2.8. Next, define

N := max{n ∈ N : s�nl},

then 0�s −Nl� l and by Hypothesis2.5 one has

‖T̃I x − T̃I0x‖
�‖T̃�(−Nl)I (T̃�(Nl)I x − T̃�(Nl)I0x)‖

+‖T̃�(−Nl)I T̃�(Nl)I0x − T̃�(−Nl)I0T̃�(Nl)I0x‖
�‖T̃�(−Nl)I T̃�(Nl)I0x − T̃�(−Nl)I0T̃�(Nl)I0x‖

+cek(s−Nl)‖T̃�(Nl)I x − T̃�(Nl)I0x‖.

If we continue “cutting” inputs and estimating operator norms in the second term,
through iteration we get

‖T̃I x − T̃I0x‖
�‖T̃�(−Nl)I T̃�(Nl)I0x − T̃�(−Nl)I0T̃�(Nl)I0x‖

+
N∑
n=1

cnek(s−(N−n+1)l)

×‖T̃�(l)�(−(N−n)l)I T̃�((N−n)l)I0x − T̃�(l)�(−(N−n)l)I0T̃�((N−n)l)I0x‖. (2.6)

Finally all relevant inputs have lengths� l, such that according to Hypothesis2.8 we
can chooseN + 1 numbers

�0n := �
(
ε

Q
, T̃�(nl)I0x

)
> 0,

where

Q := 1+
N∑
n=1

cnek(s−(N−n+1)l)

and n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, such that, if

‖I − I0‖��1 := min{�0n : n ∈ {0, . . . , N}},

then the right-hand side of (2.6) is bounded byε and the statement of the proposition
follows. �
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Next, we transfer these results to the population operators. Therefore we recall

Definition 2.11. The weak* topologyis the weakest topology such that all functionals

y �−→ 〈y, x〉, x ∈ X

are continuous. A functiony of a real argument with values inY is thenweak* contin-
uousin 	0, if and only if for all � > 0 and allx ∈ X, there exists some� = �(�, 	0, x),
such that

|〈y(	), x〉 − 〈y(	0), x〉| < �

for all 	 with |	 − 	0| < �.

Now we obtain a local and a global result on weak* continuity of the population
semigroup with respect to the input.

Theorem 2.12. (a) There exists somel > 0, such that for allx ∈ X and all � > 0
there exists some� = �0(�, x), such that

|〈TI y, x〉 − 〈TJ y, x〉|�‖y‖�

holds for all y ∈ Y and all I, J ∈ Cs with s ∈ [0, l] and ‖I − J‖��.
(b) For all s > 0, I0 ∈ Cs , x ∈ X and � > 0, there exists some� = �1(�, x, s, I0),

such that

|〈TI y, x〉 − 〈TI0y, x〉|�‖y‖�

holds for all y ∈ Y and all I ∈ Cs with ‖I − I0‖��.

Proof. (a) The statement follows from the estimate

|〈TI y, x〉 − 〈TJ y, x〉|�‖y‖‖T̃I x − T̃J x‖

with � = �0(ε, x) chosen according to Hypothesis2.8.
(b) The statement follows from the estimate

|〈TI y, x〉 − 〈TI0y, x〉|�‖y‖‖T̃I x − T̃I0x‖

with � = �1(ε, x, s, I0) chosen according to Proposition2.10. �
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2.6. Weak* continuous dependence on time

Through a counterexample below (Example6.16), similar to the one for continuous
dependence with respect to the input, we shall show that in general we do not have
continuous dependence on time in the dual norm. However, and again similar to the
dependence on the input, we will show continuous dependence in the weak* topology.
To that end, we assume that the preadjoint semigroup is continuous on time in the
following sense:

Hypothesis 2.13.There exists somel > 0, such that for allx ∈ X and all � > 0 there
exists some� = �2(�, x), such that

‖T̃�(s)I x − T̃�(t)I x‖��

for all I ∈ Cl and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.

Remark 2.14. Note that the hypothesis as well as the following proposition say in
particular, that for fixed and constantI, the family {T̃�(s)I }s�0 satisfies the usualstrong
continuity property for one parameter semigroups, i.e., that for everyx ∈ X one has

lim
s↓0

‖T̃�(s)I x − x‖ = 0,

see e.g.[14].

From Hypothesis2.13, using the semigroup property for̃TI , we can deduce continuity
for arbitrary time intervals, but lose uniformity inI:

Proposition 2.15. Fix � > 0, I ∈ C�, x ∈ X and let � > 0, then there exists some
� = �3(�, x,�, I ), such that

‖T̃�(s)I x − T̃�(t)I x‖�� (2.7)

for all s, t ∈ [0,�] with |s − t |��.

Proof. Choose l according to Hypothesis2.13. Next, defineN := max{k ∈ N :
s, t� kl

2 }, and note that

�(−s)�(t + s)I = �(t)�(−s)I. (2.8)
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Then, if |s − t | < l
2, one hass, t ∈ [Nl2 , Nl2 + l] and

‖T̃�(t)I x − T̃�(s)I x‖
= ‖T̃�(−Nl

2 )�(t)I
T̃�( Nl2 )I

x − T̃�(−Nl
2 )�(s)I

T̃�( Nl2 )I
x‖

= ‖T̃�(t−Nl
2 )�(−Nl

2 )I
T̃�( Nl2 )I

x − T̃�(s−Nl
2 )�(−Nl

2 )I
T̃�( Nl2 )I

x‖. (2.9)

Now, by Hypothesis2.13 we can choose

�3 = min

{
�2(�, T̃�( Nl2 )I

x),
l

2

}
. �

Now, for the population semigroup we get a local and a global result.

Theorem 2.16. (a) There exists somel > 0, such that for allx ∈ X and all � > 0
there exists some� = �2(�, x), such that

|〈T�(s)I y, x〉 − 〈T�(t)I y, x〉|�‖y‖� (2.10)

holds for all y ∈ Y , I ∈ Cl and s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.
(b) For all � > 0, I ∈ C�, x ∈ X and� > 0, there exists some� = �3(�, x,�, I ),

such that(2.10) holds for all y ∈ Y and all s, t ∈ [0,�] with |s − t |��.

Proof. (a) The statement follows from the estimate

|〈T�(s)I y, x〉 − 〈T�(t)I y, x〉|�‖y‖‖T̃�(s)I x − T̃�(t)I x‖ (2.11)

with � = �2(ε, x) according to Hypothesis2.13.
(b) The statement follows again from (2.11), but now with� = �3(ε, x,�, I ) chosen

according to Proposition2.15. �

3. Nonlinear dynamical systems

First a nonlinear system is constructed from two ingredients, the linear system with
input and a map which computes the output that the population produces under a given
input. This is basically a repetition from[10]. Then, in Sections3.3–3.8 we extend the
constructions further into the future and in Sections3.9–3.10 we investigate continuity
properties. For the extension parts, we received inspiration from[28].

3.1. Output

Our next step towards the definition of a nonlinear next population state operator is to
assume a rule on how a given “population” determines an object in the space of inputs
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(recall the construction in Section1.2), which we calloutput. In the nonlinear theory,
we will restrict to a subsetY+ of the Banach spaceY. In the context of population
models,Y+ is the set ofpositivemeasures (whence the subscript+). We assume that
Y+ is invariant under{TI } (and verify this assumption in Section4.1):

Hypothesis 3.1.One hasTI (Y+) ⊂ Y+ for every I ∈ C.

Hypothesis 3.2.There exists a mapH : Y+ −→ Z, which we call output mapand
which is such that, for anyy ∈ Y+ and anyI ∈ Cs with s > 0, the so-calledoutput

t �→ H(T�(t)I y)

belongs toCs .

Definition 3.3. With the ingredientsTI and H we associate for ally ∈ Y+ a map
Py : Cs −→ Cs , via the formula

PyI = H(T�(·)I y). (3.1)

We call Py the input–output mapand for an inputI we call PyI the corresponding
output.

Motivated by the often encountered case that the output can be calculated through
integration with respect to a weight function (see again Section1.2), let us assume that
E = Rn and thatH is linear and can be represented by an element of the bidual space
X∗∗, i.e., let us verify Hypothesis3.2 via the truth of

Hypothesis 3.4.There exists some� ∈ (X∗∗)n, which we calloutput function, such
that

H(y) = 〈y, �〉 ∈ Rn (3.2)

for y ∈ Y+ and such that the output

t �−→ 〈T�(t)I y, �〉

belongs toCs for any I ∈ Cs .

See Remark5.1 for the more general case of� dependent onI. It is wellknown
that a Banach space can be embedded into its second dual space in a canonical way,
see e.g. Theorem II 3.18 in[13] and Section5.1. For the case� ∈ (X)n ⊂ (X∗∗)n
we can identify the pairings (denoting also the pairing betweenX∗ andX∗∗ by 〈·, ·〉,
as we have done already in (3.2)). Note that (3.2) with � ∈ X guarantees, because of
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the weak* continuity of the linear system thatH mapsCs into Cs . So Hypothesis3.4
follows from the truth of

Hypothesis 3.5.There exists some� ∈ (X)n, such thatH(y) = 〈y, �〉 for all y ∈ Y .

The implications in this subsection can be summarized as

Hypothesis 3.2 ⇐ Hypothesis 3.4 ⇐ Hypothesis 3.5.

For the extension purposes below we will stick to Hypothesis3.2 (and Definition3.3),
which in addition to being more general will facilitate the exposition. In Section5.1 we
will briefly discuss the relevant case, where Hypothesis3.4 holds but Hypothesis3.5
does not. Thereafter we give assumptions sufficiently strong for Hypothesis3.5 to hold.

3.2. Local existence and uniqueness

We start with the key assumption for the nonlinear theory, which is verified in[10]
via a contraction argument at various levels of generality:

Assumption 3.6. For everyy ∈ Y+ there is ans(y) ∈ (0,∞] such that, for alls < s(y),
the mapPy |Cs has a unique fixed pointI s ∈ Cs

The next two lemmas show that there is no need to provide fixed points with an
index s. The first one is for inputs in general (not necessarily fixed points).

Lemma 3.7. Let I ∈ Cs and t ∈ [0, s], then for all y ∈ Y+

�(t)PyI = Py�(t)I.

Proof. Both sides are elements ofCt . For anyr ∈ [0, t] one has

(Py�(t)I )(r) = H(T�(r)�(t)I y) = H(T�(r)I y) = (PyI)(r) = (�(t)PyI )(r). �

Lemma 3.8. Let y ∈ Y+ and 0< s < t < s(y), then for fixed pointsI s ∈ Cs of Py |Cs
and I t ∈ Ct of Py |Ct , we have

�(s)I t = I s .

Proof. By Lemma3.7, we have

Py�(s)I t = �(s)PyI t = �(s)I t .

Hence,�(s)I t and I s are fixed points of lengths and by the uniqueness assumption
they must be equal.�
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In the following we will therefore omit the indexs in the notation, implicitly assum-
ing that l(I ) < s(y) and, when writingI ∈ Cs , that s < s(y). With the fixed points
we can now define solutions.

Definition 3.9. A local solution starting aty ∈ Y+, defined on[0, s], is a map

[0, s] −→ Y,

t �−→ T�(t)I y (3.3)

for some fixed pointI ∈ Cs , s > 0 of Py . Moreover, we call

{T�(t)I y : t ∈ [0, s]}

a local orbit starting at y.

Solution here refers to the fixed point problem. The term “starting aty” is justi-
fied, becauseT�(0)I y = y for any I. Local uniqueness follows from Lemma3.8 and
Assumption3.6:

Corollary 3.10. For any y ∈ Y+ and all s ∈ [0, s(y)), the map(3.3) defined via the
fixed pointI ∈ Cs is the unique solution on[0, s] starting at y.

3.3. Uniqueness

For uniqueness and extension purposes, we prove that left shifts of fixed points yield
fixed points. A tool for that is given already in[10]:

Lemma 3.11. For y ∈ Y+, I ∈ C and s ∈ [0, l(I )], one has

�(−s)Py(I ) = PT�(s)I y�(−s)I

Proof. From the semigroup property we know, that

T�(t+s)I = T�(−s)�(t+s)I T�(s)�(t+s)I .

On the other hand, since for anyI (2.8) holds and

�(s)�(t + s)I = �(s)I,

one has

(�(−s)PyI)(t) = (PyI)(t + s) = H(T�(t+s)I y)

= H(T�(t)�(−s)I T�(s)I y) = (PT�(s)I y�(−s)I )(t). �
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Next, we apply this result to shifted fixed points.

Lemma 3.12. If PyI = I for I ∈ Ct , thenPT�(s)I y�(−s)I = �(−s)I for all s ∈ [0, t].

Proof. We have�(−s)I ∈ Ct−s and by Lemma3.11 also

PT�(s)I y�(−s)I = �(−s)PyI = �(−s)I. �

Now we can prove that even though the hypotheses only give local uniqueness, fixed
points are in fact unique on every compact interval where they are found.

Lemma 3.13. For y ∈ Y+ let I, J ∈ C
 be fixed points ofPy , then I = J (on [0, 
]).

Proof. If 
 < s(y), the statement follows since for these values we assumed uniqueness.
If 
�s(y), define t�s(y) by

t := sup{t ∈ [0, 
] : �(t)I = �(t)J }.

If t = 
, the statement follows from the continuity ofI and J. Suppose, thatt < 
,
then there exists a unique fixed pointI of positive length, such that

PT�(t)I y
I = I .

On the other hand, from Lemma3.12, we deduce that

PT�(t)I y
�(−t)I = �(−t)I

and the same identity holds whenI is replaced byJ. Hence, by uniqueness ofI
one has

I (t + s) = (�(−t)I )(s) = I (s) = (�(−t)J )(s) = J (t + s)

for s ∈ [0,min{l(I ), 
 − t}], which contradicts the maximality oft . �

As an immediate consequence, we have

Corollary 3.14. If T�(·)I y and T�(·)J y are solutions on[0, s] starting at y, then

T�(·)I y = T�(·)J y

on [0, s].
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Now that uniqueness of solutions of arbitrary length is settled, we will often simply
write the fixed point andthe solution for whatever given interval.

3.4. Concatenation of inputs and local extension

We first turn to extension from a compact interval to a compact interval. We extend
inputs via the so-called concatenation.

Definition 3.15. For inputsI, J ∈ C, define theirconcatenation(glueing together) by

(I � J ) (s) =
{
J (s) for s ∈ [0, l(J )),
I (s − l(J )) for s ∈ [l(J ), l(J )+ l(I )].

For concatenations, one hasI � J ∈ Ct+s for I ∈ Ct andJ ∈ Cs , only if J (s) = I (0).
If I ∈ Cs is the fixed point ofPy andJ is a fixed point ofPT�(s)I y , then by Lemma3.12
and the uniqueness assumption, one has

I (s) = (�(−s)I )(0) = J (0)

and thereforeJ � I is a continuous function of length greater thans. This idea will
be used in the proof of the following lemma as well as in later proofs.

Lemma 3.16. For s < s(y) let I ∈ Cs be a fixed point ofPy and for t < s(T�(s)I y)

let J ∈ Ct be a fixed point ofPT�(s)I y , then their concatenation

J � I

is a fixed point ofPy in Cs+t .

Proof. First note that, by the above remark, we have thatJ � I ∈ Cs+t .
Next, we show the fixed point property:
For r ∈ [0, s] one has

Py(J � I )(r) = H(T�(r)J�I y) = H(T�(r)I y) = (PyI)(r) = I (r) = J � I (r).

For r ∈ (s, s + t]

Py(J � I )(r) = H(T�(r)(J�I )y) = H(T�(r−s)J��(s)I y) = H(T�(r−s)J T�(s)I y)

= (PT�(s)I yJ )(r − s) = J (r − s) = J � I (r). �

As a direct consequence, all solutions can be extended to the right:
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Proposition 3.17. Let T�(·)I y be the solution on[0, t1], then there exists somet2 > 0
and someI ∈ Ct1+t2, such that

(i) T�(·)I y is the solution on[0, t1 + t2],
(ii) T�(·)I y|[0,t1] = T�(·)I y.

Proof. Let J be the fixed point ofPT�(t1)I y
on [0, t2], where t2 ∈ (0, s(T�(t1)I y)). By

Lemma 3.16 the concatenationI := J � I is the fixed point on[0, t1 + t2] of Py .
Therefore the map

T�(·)I y = T�(·)(J�I )y

is the solution on[0, t1 + t2] and (ii) also holds. �

3.5. Maximal solutions

In order to have certain dynamic properties, which we will relate to the notion of
a semiflow, and to investigate global existence, we consider solutions on a maximal
interval of existence:

Definition 3.18. For anyy ∈ Y+ define

ty := sup{t > 0 : there exists anI ∈ Ct with PyI = I } ∈ R+ ∪ {∞}

then the mapt −→ T�(t)I y is defined on[0, ty) (via the fixed pointI ∈ Ct of Py on
[0, t]) and we call itthe maximal solution starting at y.

The ideal case now, is the existence of a global solution, i.e.,ty = ∞.

3.6. Semiflows

We show that the maximal solutions induce a so-calledsemiflow. First one more
tool:

Lemma 3.19. For y ∈ Y+, if 0< s < ty <∞ and I is the fixed point ofPy on [0, s],
then ty = s + tT�(s)I y . Moreover, ty = ∞ if and only if tT�(s)I y = ∞.

Proof. Assumety < s + tT�(s)I y . Choose somer ∈ (ty, tT�(s)I y + s) then sincer − s <
tT�(s)I y we find a fixed pointJ ∈ Cr−s . By Lemma3.16, the concatenationJ � I is
the fixed point ofPy in Cr , which is a contradiction to the maximality ofty .

Now assume there exists anr ∈ (s + tT�(s)I y, ty). For this r consider a fixed point
I ∈ Cr , then �(−s)I is the fixed point ofPT�(s)I y in Cr−s , which contradicts the
maximality of tT�(s)I y .
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The second statement follows analogously.

The following definition is inspired by Definition VII 2.1. from[9] (there for complete
metric spaces) but can also be found in[1] (for general metric spaces). In both there
is additionally required (for extension purposes) that the operators depend continuously
on the initial value in a stronger sense than we manage to prove in Section3.10.

Definition 3.20. A semiflowon Y is a mapS : D −→ Y+ on a subset

D ⊂ [0,∞)× Y+

with the following properties:

(i) For every y ∈ Y+ there exists a possibly infinite intervalIy = [0,∞) or Iy =
[0, ty), such that

{(t, y) ∈ [0,∞)× Y+ : t ∈ Iy} = D, (3.4)

(ii) S(0, y) = y on Y+,
(iii) y ∈ Y+, s ∈ Iy and t ∈ IS(s,y) imply t + s ∈ Iy and

S(t, S(s, y)) = S(t + s, y).

Now we let ty from this definition coincide with the earlier introducedty denoting
the length of the maximal solution starting aty and for thisty make

Definition 3.21. With Iy := [0, ty), let D denote the left-hand side of (3.4) and define

S : D −→ Y+,
(t, y) �−→ T�(t)I y,

whereT�(·)I y is the maximal solution starting aty.

In this terminology, we get

Theorem 3.22.S is a semiflow.

Proof. (i) and (ii) are trivial.
The first statement of (iii) follows from Lemma3.19. Let I ∈ Ct+s be the fixed

point of Py and �(−s)I ∈ Ct be the fixed point ofPS(s,y). Then we get

S(t, S(s, y)) = T�(t)�(−s)I T�(s)I y = T�(t)�(−s)I��(s)I y

= T�(t+s)I y = S(t + s, y). �
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3.7. Exponential boundedness

Exponential boundedness of the nonlinear system follows immediately from exponen-
tial boundedness of the linear system. Combining Definition3.21 and Hypothesis2.5,
one deduces

Theorem 3.23.There exist constantsc�1 and k�0, such that for all y ∈ Y+ the
inequality

‖S(t, y)‖�cekt‖y‖

holds.

In particular,S is bounded on bounded intervals, which excludes blow up in finite
time.

3.8. Global solutions

For many dynamical systems, a combination of compactness and continuity arguments
allows one to conclude from Theorems3.22 and 3.23 that ty = ∞ for all y, i.e., that
solutions exist for all time. As in the present setting we manage to show continuity
on the initial value for small time intervals, but not for maximal time intervals (see
Section 3.10), we deduce global existence from a different approach. The following
hypothesis, and its elaboration in Section5.2, resemble the proof of local contractivity
of Py in [10]. To prove global existence, however, we need a sharper version: we require
a lower bound for the existence time, uniformly fory in bounded sets. Moreover it will
prove convenient as well as appropriate to assume that the Lipschitz factor depends
linearly on y.

Hypothesis 3.24.There exists some� > 0 and some monotonically increasing function
K : [0, �] −→ R+ with lims↓0K(s) = 0, such that

‖PyI − PyJ‖�K(s)‖y‖‖I − J‖

for all y ∈ Y+, all s ∈ [0, �] and all I, J ∈ Cs .

Now we can prove that, if we consider evolution from some initial state on a finite
time interval, there exists some uniform positive length for which there are fixed points
for all states, that can evolve from this state during this time interval.

Lemma 3.25. Let y ∈ Y+ and suppose thatt� ty <∞. There exists somer = r(y) >
0, such that for all t ∈ [0, t) the mapPS(t,y) has a unique fixed point inCs for
all s�r.
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Proof. ChooseK(s) and � according to Hypothesis3.24 and, in accordance with
Theorem3.23, B := cekt <∞, then one has

‖PS(t,y)I − PS(t,y)J‖�K(s)B‖y‖‖I − J‖

for all s ∈ [0, �], I, J ∈ Cs and all t ∈ [0, t). Next chooser ∈ (0, �) so small that
K(s)B‖y‖ < 1 for all s ∈ [0, r], then PS(t,y) has a unique fixed point inCs for all
t ∈ [0, t). �

Now, global existence and uniqueness can be proved via concatenation of fixed
points.

Proposition 3.26. For all y ∈ Y+ one hasty = ∞, i.e., for all � > 0, there exists an
I ∈ C�, such thatPyI = I .
Proof. We will deduce a contradiction for the casety < ∞, ty as in Definition3.18.
Chooset := ty <∞ and r according to Lemma3.25. Choose
 ∈ (max{0, ty − r

2}, ty)
and consider the fixed pointsI ∈ C
 of Py and J ∈ Cs of PS(
,y) for somes with

+ s > ty . Then, by Lemma3.16, J � I is the fixed point ofPy of length 
+ s > ty ,
which contradicts the maximality ofty . �

Theorem 3.27.The mapS(t, y) is defined for ally ∈ Y+ and all t ∈ [0,∞).
3.9. Weak* continuous dependence on time

Like exponential boundedness, weak* continuous dependence on time of the nonlin-
ear system follows immediately from the corresponding property of the linear system.

Theorem 3.28. (a) There exists somel > 0, such that for allx ∈ X and all � > 0
there exists some� = �(�, x), such that

|〈S(s, y), x〉 − 〈S(t, y), x〉|�‖y‖� (3.5)

holds for all y ∈ Y+ and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.
(b) For all � > 0, x ∈ X, y ∈ Y+ and � > 0, there exists some� = �(�, x,�, y),

such that(3.5) holds for all s, t ∈ [0,�] with |s − t |��.

Proof. (a) Choosel according to Theorem2.16 (a), fix x ∈ X and � > 0 and choose
� = �2(�, x) according to Theorem2.16 (a). Now for anyy ∈ Y denote byI the fixed
point of Py of length l. Then we get

|〈S(s, y), x〉 − 〈S(t, y), x〉| = |〈T�(s)I y, x〉 − 〈T�(t)I y, x〉|�‖y‖�

for all y ∈ Y and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.
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(b) Fix �, x, y and consider the fixed pointI ∈ C� of Py . Now choose�3(�, x,�, I )
according to Theorem2.16 (b). SinceI depends ony and y and � uniquely determine
I, we write �(ε, x,�, y) := �3(ε, x,�, I ) and get

|〈S(s, y), x〉 − 〈S(t, y), x〉| = |〈T�(s)I y, x〉 − 〈T�(t)I y, x〉|�‖y‖�

for all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��. �

3.10. Weak* continuous dependence on the initial value

The continuous dependence of the nonlinear system on the initial value can be
deduced from the linear theory and the continuous dependence of the fixed point with
respect to the initial value. In order to prove the latter, we reformulate Theorem 0.3.2.
in [17] for our situation.

Theorem 3.29.Let y0 ∈ Y+ and suppose that there exists somes > 0 such that for
everyI ∈ Cs the mapy �−→ PyI is continuous iny0 and that the mapPy : Cs −→ Cs
is locally uniformly contracting iny0, i.e., there exists someq = q(y0) ∈ [0,1) and
some� = �(y0, q) > 0, such that

‖PyI − PyJ‖�q‖I − J‖

for all I, J ∈ Cs if ‖y−y0‖��. Then the unique fixed pointIy ∈ Cs of Py is continuous
in y0.

Now note that, if we chooses ∈ [0, �] appropriately, with� according to Hypothesis
3.24, the contractivity property required in the theorem follows from this hypothesis.
The continuity of y �−→ PyI is stated in the following hypothesis, which will be
verified in Section5.3 once the fixed point map has been specified in more detail.

Hypothesis 3.30.For all s > 0 and allI ∈ Cs , the mapy �−→ PyI is continuous from
Y+ provided with the norm topology toCs .

Now we can prove

Theorem 3.31.Choose� according toHypothesis3.24 and let t ∈ [0, �], then for all
� > 0, x ∈ X and all y0 ∈ Y+, there exists some�′ = �′(�, t, x, y0) > 0, such that

|〈S(t, y), x〉 − 〈S(t, y0), x〉| < �

for all y with ‖y − y0‖ < �′.
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Proof. By Hypothesis2.5 choosec and k, such that

|〈S(t, y), x〉 − 〈S(t, y0), x〉|
� |〈T�(t)Iy y, x〉 − 〈T�(t)Iy y0, x〉| + |〈T�(t)Iy y0, x〉 − 〈T�(t)Iy0y0, x〉|
�cekt‖x‖‖y − y0‖ + |〈T�(t)Iy y0, x〉 − 〈T�(t)Iy0y0, x〉|.

By Theorem2.12(b), choose�1 = �1(
ε
2, x, t, Iy0), such that the second term is bounded

by ε
2, if ‖�(t)Iy − �(t)Iy0‖��1. Then, by Theorem3.29, there exists some�′′ =

�′′(�1, t, y0), such that‖�(t)Iy − �(t)Iy0‖��1 if ‖y − y0‖��′′. So finally with

�′ := min

{
εe−kt

2c‖x‖ , �
′′
}

the statement of the theorem follows.�

When considering the property for arbitrarily large times, extension via the semigroup
property seems difficult, since on the one hand norm convergence is required, while on
the other hand one gets only weak* convergence and hence iteration is not possible. We
remark, however, that for any time for which the Lipschitz property Hypothesis3.24
holds, one can also deduce contractivity uniformly fory in a neighbourhood of zero
and hence also gets weak* continuous dependence for this time and this neighbourhood
of zero.

4. Linear structured population models

First, we define a linear dynamical system with input for structured populations in
the way it is done in[10]. For the proofs of Section4.1, we refer to this article as
well as to[12]. In Sections4.2–4.5 we elaborate the hypotheses made in Section2 for
this system.

4.1. The linear model on a state space of measures

In structured populations, one distinguishes between individual state (i-state) and
population state (p-state). The i-state we denote byx. Examples for i-states are size,
age or energy reserves of an individual or combinations of these (resulting in an i-state
space of dimension greater than one).

Hypothesis 4.1.The i-state space is a measurable space� with a countably generated
�-algebra�.

When considering PDEs a natural choice for the population state space isL1.
On the other hand, in a situation where all individuals have the same state, the
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population cannot be represented by aL1 function but is represented by a Dirac
measure (concentrated in this state) and a space of measures (in which theL1-
functions can be embedded; they then correspond to the absolutely continuous mea-
sures) seems the natural population state space. Denoting byM(�) the Banach space
of signed real measures and byM+(�) the cone of positive measures inM(�), we
make

Assumption 4.2. The population state at timet can be described by a measuremt ∈
M+(�), i.e.,

Y+ := M+(�) ⊂ M(�) =: Y.

For measure theoretic background see the books[26,18]. The goal is now to
construct a linear semigroup{TI } on M(�), such that for allm ∈ M+(�), I ∈ C and
 ∈ �

TIm()

represents the part of the population with i-state in that has evolved from an initial
statem under an inputI (after l(I ) time units).

Remark 4.3. Note that theTI used in the introduction, which act onL1(�), correspond
to the restriction of the currentTI to the subspace of absolutely continuous measures,
when assuming that this subspace is invariant.

We want to base the construction ofTI on two modelling ingredients with the
following interpretations:

• uI (x,) is the probability that an individual with i-statex, survives under an input
I during the time interval[0, l(I )] and then has state in.

• �I (x,) is the expected number of children with state-at-birth in, produced by
an individual starting out with statex under an inputI (within l(I ) units of time).

Mathematically, we assume thatuI and �I are the so-called input parametrized
kernels:

Definition 4.4. A (positive) kernel is a mapk : � × � −→ R(+), such that for fixed
 ∈ �, the functionx �−→ k(x,) is bounded and measurable, while for fixedx ∈ �,
the map �−→ k(x,) defines a finite signed measure on�. An input parametrized
(positive) kernel is a mapkI : � × � −→ R(+), such that for fixedI ∈ C, the map
kI (·, ·) is a kernel and additionally[0, t]× �−→ k�(t)I (x,) defines a positive measure
on [0, l(I )] × �.

Hypothesis 4.5.uI and �I are parametrized families of positive kernels.
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Motivated by the interpretation, we calluI the survival kerneland�I the reproduc-
tion kernel. We define the product of two kernels, sayk1 and k2 as

(k1 × k2)(x,) :=
∫
�
k1(y,)k2(x, dy).

Lemma 4.6. The×-product of two kernels defines a kernel.

To representTIm, we construct a further kerneluc
I (c stands for clan) such that

(TIm)() =
∫
�
uc
I (y,)m(dy) =: (uc

I ×m)(), (4.1)

where for shorter notation, we have also introduced the×-product of a kernel and a
measure. We mention

Lemma 4.7. The×-product of a kernel and a measure defines a measure.

Then,uc
I should be interpreted as follows: given an individual with i-statex, uc

I (x,)
represents the part of the clan (including the individual itself) of the individual that
has survived under an inputI and afterl(I ) time units has i-state in. By clan, we
mean all offspring, direct children, grandchildren, etc.

Now the problem reduces to defininguc
I in terms of uI and �I . To do so, we

introduce below a kernel�c
I , which has the same interpretation as�I , when replacing

“children” by “all offspring”. We define the convolution ofuI and�c
I (and analogously

the convolution of two kernels in general) as the integral

(u ∗ �c)I :=
∫
[0,l(I ))

u�(−�)I × �c
�(d�)I , (4.2)

or written out in more detail,

(u ∗ �c)I (x,) =
∫
[0,l(I ))

∫
�
u�(−�)I (y,)�

c
�(d�)I (x, dy). (4.3)

The interpretation is, in less words than before, “survived offspring”. Now, following
the interpretation, we can expressuc

I in terms ofuI and �c
I via

uc
I = uI +

(
u ∗ �c)

I
. (4.4)

Then, (4.1) can be written as

TIm = uI ×m+ (
u ∗ �c)

I
×m (4.5)
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and it remains to construct�c
I in terms of�I . We will do so by using the interpretation

that the number of total offspring is the sum of the number of children, grandchildren,
etc. An individualskth generation offspring can be inductively defined via

�1∗
I := �I , (4.6)

�k∗I := (�(k−1)∗ ∗ �)I , k�2. (4.7)

One then defines

�c
I :=

∞∑
k=1

�k∗I , (4.8)

the convergence of which (leading to boundedness ofTI ) will be investigated in
Section 4.2. So finally, via (4.8) and (4.5), we managed to defineTI in terms of
uI and �I . Note that at this point, the truth of Hypothesis3.1 can be guaranteed via
the positivity ofuI and �I . In order to verify the semigroup property Hypothesis2.3,
we first make

Hypothesis 4.8.For I ∈ C and � ∈ [0, l(I )], the two consistency relations

�I = ��(�)I + ��(−�)I × u�(�)I ,

uI = u�(−�)I × u�(�)I

hold.

The second of these is called the Chapman Kolmogorov identity. Under the assump-
tions made, one can prove that this identity also holds foruc

I :

Lemma 4.9. For I ∈ C, � ∈ [0, l(I )], one has

uc
I = uc

�(−�)I × uc
�(�)I .

Corollary 4.10. For m ∈ M+(�), I ∈ C and � ∈ [0, l(I )], one has

TIm = T�(−�)I T�(�)Im.

Proof.

TIm = uc
I ×m = uc

�(−�)I × uc
�(�)I ×m = T�(−�)I T�(�)Im. �

We close this section, by formulating some natural properties ofuI and �I for
later use.
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Hypothesis 4.11.(i) For x ∈ �,  ∈ � and I ∈ C, the function� −→ ��(�)I (x,) is
nondecreasing on[0, l(I )] and lim�↓0 ��(�)I (x,) = 0.

(ii) For x ∈ � and I ∈ C, the function� −→ u�(�)I (x,�) is nonincreasing on
[0, l(I )] and lim�↓0 u�(�)I (x,) = �x() for  ∈ �. In particularuI (x,�)�1.

The following lemma formulates the consistency relation that, roughly speaking, the
clan of an individual consists of the individual itself plus the clan of its direct children.

Lemma 4.12. For I ∈ C, one has

uc
I = uI + (uc ∗ �)I . (4.9)

4.2. Exponentially bounded linear operators

Exponential boundedness of a general linear system with input was stated as
Hypothesis2.5. We now discuss this hypothesis for operators of the type (4.5).

On M(�), for the dual space norm (see also Section4.4), in the case of positive
measures, it holds that‖m‖ = m(�), whereas for (signed) real measures with the
Jordan decomposition into two positive measures

m = m+ −m−,

we have‖m‖ = m+(�)+m−(�). Since theTI are positive operators, the decomposition
for TIm is given by

TIm = TIm+ − TIm−

and estimates forTIm+ andTIm− yield estimates forTIm. Hence, in the following we
restrict our attention to the positive coneM+(�). Using representation (4.5) and that,
by Hypothesis4.11 (ii), the probability of survival never exceeds one, we will estimate
the linear next state operator. It is convenient to first introduce the set of possible states
at birth.

Definition 4.13. A set �b ∈ � is called aset representing the birth states, if for all
x ∈ � and all I ∈ C the measure�I (x, ·) is concentrated on�b, i.e., if �I (x,) = 0,
whenever ∩ �b = ∅.

Proposition 4.14. For all I ∈ C andm ∈ M+(�), we have

‖TIm‖�‖m‖ + ‖m‖ sup
x∈�

�c
I (x,�b). (4.10)
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Therefore, if

sup
x∈�

�c
I (x,�b) <∞, (4.11)

then TI is a bounded linear operator onM(�) and

‖TI‖�1+ sup
x∈�

�c
I (x,�b).

Proof. Using that, by Hypothesis4.11 (ii), always u�(t)I (x,�)�1, a straightforward
estimation of (4.5) leads to the statement. �

Condition (4.11) says that, for given environmental conditionsI in the course of
time and finite time, an individual has a finite expected number of descendants, no
matter in what state it is. We will guarantee this first, by the biologically reasonable
assumption that the birth kernel is bounded and reproduction starts only with some
delay after birth, which is uniform for all states at birth. The boundedness assumption
is used already in the local theory in[10] and will not be further investigated.

Assumption 4.15.There exists someK > 0, such that�I (x,�b)�K for all x ∈ �
and all I ∈ C.

Hypothesis 4.16.There exists a constant� > 0, such that��(s)I (x,�b) = 0, for all
s ∈ [0, �], x ∈ �b and I ∈ C

Now we can show that�c
I (x,�b) is dominated by a function that is bounded inK,

� and l(I ) on compact (positive) intervals.

Lemma 4.17. Choose K and� according toHypothesis4.16 and Assumption4.15,
then for x ∈ � and I ∈ C one has

�c
I (x,�b)�



l(I )
� for K = 1,

K
K−1

(
e
l(I)
� ln K − 1

)
for K �= 1.

Proof. We combine Hypothesis4.16 and Assumption4.15 into �I (x,�b)��[�,∞)
(l(I ))K, where� denotes the characteristic function, i.e.,

�(x) :=
{

1 for x ∈ ,

0 otherwise.
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Then

�2∗
I (x,�b)

=
∫
[0,l(I ))

∫
�b

��(−�)I (�,�b)��(d�)I (x, d�)

�K�[�,∞)(l(I ))
∫
[0,l(I )−�)

∫
�b

��(d�)I (x, d�)

= K�[�,∞)(l(I ))
∫
[0,l(I )−�)

��(d�)I (x,�b) = K�[�,∞)(l(I ))��(l(I )−�)I (x,�b)

�K2�[�,∞)(l(I ))�[�,∞)(l(I )− �) = K2�[2�,∞)(l(I ))

and inductively

�n∗I (x,�b)�Kn�[n�,∞)(l(I )).

Denoting by�a the greatest integer smaller or equal toa, one can sum to arrive at

�c
I (x,�b) �

∞∑
n=1

�[n�,∞)(l(I ))Kn =
� l(I )�  ∑
n=1

Kn = K −K� l(I )� +1 

1−K

� K

K − 1
(e

l(I )
� lnK − 1),

for K �= 1 and�c
I (x,�b)� l(I )

� for K = 1. �

We combine Proposition4.14 and Lemma4.17 in Theorem4.20. An alternative to
prove convergence of the clan kernel series is to require a bound on the birth kernel
which is linear in time while dropping the reproduction delay assumption. This is a
weaker condition than Hypothesis4.16 and Assumption4.15 together, which leads to
a different and possibly weaker estimate of�c

I .

Hypothesis 4.18.There exists somek�0 such that, for allI ∈ C and all x ∈ �,

�I (x,�b)�kl(I ). (4.12)

We then estimate the clan kernel as follows.

Lemma 4.19. Under Hypothesis4.18 there exists a constantk�0 such that, for all
I ∈ C and all x ∈ �,

�c
I (x,�b)�ekl(I ) − 1.
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Proof. If we suppress the dependence on(x,�b) in the notation, it follows from (4.12)
that

�2∗
I =

∫
[0,l(I ))

��(−�)I × ��(d�)I �k2
∫
[0,l(I ))

(l(I )− �) d� = 1

2
k2l2(I ),

from which we arrive by induction at an estimate in terms of the Taylor expansion of
the exponential function

�n∗I � 1

n!k
nln(I ).

The rest follows by summation.�

We conclude that, in the present setting, for fixedl(I ), the operatorTI is bounded
uniformly with respect toI , which establishes Hypothesis2.5:

Theorem 4.20. (a) Under Hypothesis4.16 andAssumption4.15, one has

‖TIm‖�




‖m‖
(
l(I )
� + 1

)
, for K = 1,

‖m‖ 1
K−1

(
Ke

l(I)
� lnK − 1

)
, for K �= 1.

(b) Under Hypothesis4.18, one has

‖TIm‖�‖m‖ekl(I ).

(c) Under the conditions of either(a) or (b), there exist constantsc�1 and k�0,
such that

‖TIm‖�cekl(I )‖m‖. (4.13)

In the remainder of Section4, we will use Hypothesis4.18 or directly (4.13). Con-
ditions guaranteeing that Hypothesis4.16 or Hypothesis4.18 holds will be given in
Section6.2.

4.3. Existence of the preadjoint

In Section2.4, we introduced the concept of duality in the abstract setting. In order
to guarantee that Hypothesis2.7 holds, we first define a spaceX, such thatX∗ = M(�)
and on which there can be defined operators to which the operators (4.1) are adjoint.
We start by making
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Assumption 4.21.The i-state space� is a locally compact Hausdorff space.

This guarantees Hypothesis4.1 and enables us to define

X := C0(�)

= {f ∈ C(�) : ∀� > 0 ∃K� ⊂ � compact,

with |f (s)| < � ∀s ∈ �\K�} (4.14)

equipped with the supremum norm. HereC(�) denotes the vector space of all contin-
uous functions on�. We callX the continuous functions vanishing at infinity, see e.g.
[26]. Note that for compact� we haveX = C(�). The dual space ofX then indeed
can be represented by the population state space, i.e.,

X∗ = C0(�)∗ = M(�) = Y,

when the pairing is defined by

〈
m,�

〉 := � ×m =
∫
�

�(x)m(dx). (4.15)

Here and in Section4.4 we establish results that will also be used in the nonlinear
theory where one might have merely bounded and measurable functions, see Section5.1.
Denoting the Banach space of bounded and measurable functions equipped with the sup-
norm byBM(�), we therefore remark that the canonical embedding (see the remarks
and reference below Hypothesis3.4) of C0(�) in its bidual spaceC0(�)∗∗ = M(�)∗

C0(�) −→ M(�)∗

� �−→ 〈·,�〉

can be extended toBM(�) in a natural way: one easily proves that

BM(�) −→ M(�)∗

� �−→ 〈·,�〉

also defines an imbedding. In particular, the right-hand side of (4.15) is well defined
if � ∈ BM(�) and for such� the estimate

∣∣∣∣
∫
�

�(x) dx

∣∣∣∣ � sup
x∈�

|�(x)|‖m‖

holds.
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Now recall that, for everyI and x, uc
I (x, ·) ∈ M(�). Hence the pairing

〈
uc
I (x, ·),�

〉 = (� × uc
I )(x) =

∫
�

�(y)uc
I (x, dy) (4.16)

is well defined.
In order to define preadjoint operators̃TI� by (4.16), one has to guarantee that the

map

x �−→ (� × uc
I )(x)

belongs toC0(�). To do so in terms ofuI and �I , we first recall

Definition 4.22. For a measurem, the total variation measure|m| is given by

|m|() := sup
∞∑
i=1

|m(i )|,

the supremum being taken over all partitions{i} of . For a kernelk we use the
notation |k|(x,) = |k(x, ·)|(), that is, we define|k| as a kernel. Thetotal variation
of a real-valued functionf defined on an interval[0, s] is given as

V (f ) := sup
n∑
j=1

|f (xj )− f (xj−1)|,

the supremum being taken over all choices{xi}, such that

0�x0 < · · · < xn�s.

Note that, by monotonicity and positivity of�I , see Hypothesis4.11 (i), for I ∈ C
and x ∈ �, one has

V (|��(·)I |(x,�b)) = V (��(·)I (x,�b)) = �I (x,�b). (4.17)

Hypothesis 4.23.(a) For every� ∈ C0(�) and everyI ∈ C, the map

x �−→ (� × uI )(x)

is continuous on�.
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(b) For everyI ∈ C, x0 ∈ �, � > 0 there exists some� = �(I, x0, �) such that

V (|��(·)I (x, ·)− ��(·)I (x0, ·)|(�b)) < ε

on [0, l(I )] for all x ∈ � with |x − x0| < �.
(In other words, we should have that, when defining

f (s) := |��(s)I (x, ·)− ��(s)I (x0, ·)|(�b),

thenV (f ) < � on [0, l(I )]).
(c) Let I ∈ C and � ∈ C0(�), then the functions

x �−→ �I (x,�b), (4.18)

x �−→ (� × uI )(x) (4.19)

vanish at infinity in the sense of (4.14).

Remark 4.24. When interpreting (4.18) in terms of size or age structure, for large
classes of models the assumption is natural (see Section6.3). Nevertheless, we remark
that the estimate (4.25) in the proof of Theorem4.25 below shows that (c) is not sharp
and hence one might alternatively choose a weaker assumption, with a possibly less
clear interpretation.

To prove that Hypothesis4.23 is sufficient for well-definingT̃I� by (4.16), we will
estimate products and convolutions. Again it will prove convenient to introduce some
notation. For� ∈ BM(�) by

oI := � × uI (4.20)

we define a function on�, which we call an individualsoutput (with respect to�, see
Section5.1). Analogously, by

oc
I := � × uc

I , (4.21)

we define an individualsclan output. The exposition will lead us to use both notations,
more precisely, for estimating we shall use the “�-notation” and for abbreviating the
“o-notation”.

From (4.9) we get a generalized Volterra convolution equation (where generalized
refers to the convolution product where the variable is a function of time rather than
time itself) which will be central in following estimates:

oc
I = oI + (oc ∗ �)I . (4.22)
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For functionsx −→ �I,J (x) parametrized by two inputs of not necessarily the same
length, define

�I,J := sup
�∈�b,�∈[0,min{l(I ),l(J )}]

|��(−�)I,�(−�)J (�)|

and make an analogous definition for functions parametrized by one input.

Theorem 4.25.One hasoc
I ∈ C0(�) and therefore the map̃TI : C0(�) −→ C0(�),

T̃I� := � × uc
I (4.23)

is well defined.

Proof. We first show the continuity ofx �−→ oc
I (x). Using (4.22), by subtraction we

arrive at

|oc
I (x)− oc

I (x0)| � |oI (x)− oI (x0)| + |(oc ∗ �)I (x)− (oc ∗ �)I (x0)|
= |oI (x)− oI (x0)| + |(oc

I ∗ (�I (x, ·)− �I (x0, ·))|. (4.24)

In order to estimate the second difference on the right-hand side of (4.24), we first
show thatoc

I is finite: Using (4.4) and (4.3) and Hypothesis4.11 (ii), one can estimate

|oc
I (x)| = |(� × uc

I )(x)|� |(� × uI )(x)| + |(� × (u ∗ �c)I )(x)|
� ‖�‖(1+ �c

I (x,�)).

Then, one deduces from Lemma4.17 or Lemma 4.19, that oc
I < ∞ and we can

continue estimating in (4.24):

|(oc
I ∗ (��(·)I (x, ·)− ��(·)I (x0, ·))|�oc

I V (|��(·)I (x, ·)− ��(·)I (x0, ·)|(�b)).

Hence, we arrive at

|oc
I (x)− oc

I (x0)|� |oI (x)− oI (x0)| + oc
I V (|��(·)I (x, ·)− ��(·)I (x0, ·)|(�b))

and the continuity follows from Hypothesis4.23 (a) and (b).
The vanishing at infinity property follows from (4.22), (4.17) and Hypothesis4.23(c)

and the estimate

|T̃I�(x)|�(� × uI )(x)+ oc
I�I (x,�b). � (4.25)
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4.4. Weak* continuous dependence on the input

We verify the continuity assumption Hypothesis2.8 by estimating outputs and dif-
ferences of outputs via convolution equations. From (4.22), (4.17) and Hypothesis4.18
one gets

|oc
I (x)|� |oI (x)| + oc

I�I (x,�b)�‖�‖ + oc
I kl(I ) (4.26)

(with here and in the rest of this sectionk as introduced in Hypothesis4.18). Next, we
deduce an analogous inequality for the difference of clan outputs. For inputs of equal
length, we deduce from (4.22) by subtraction that

oc
I − oc

J = oI − oJ + oc
I ∗ (�I − �J )+ (oc

I − oc
J ) ∗ �J , (4.27)

where we slightly adapted the convolution notation in an obvious manner. Hence, for
x ∈ � we can estimate

|oc
I (x)− oc

J (x)| � |oI (x)− oJ (x)| + oc
I V (|��(·)I − ��(·)J |(x,�b))

+oc
I − oc

J�J (x,�b)

� gI,J (x)+ oc
I − oc

J kl(J ), (4.28)

where

gI,J (x) := |oI (x)− oJ (x)| + oc
I V (|��(·)I − ��(·)J |(x,�b)). (4.29)

The next goal is to work out an estimate for clan outputs from (4.26) and for their
differences from (4.28) (note the common structure) by establishing a result some-
what similar to Gronwalls Lemma for functions parametrized by inputs. For the case
of dependence on merely one input, the following lemma has already been
proved in [10].

Lemma 4.26. Suppose forI, J ∈ C and x ∈ � it holds that

�I,J (x)�hI,J (x)+ �I,JKI,J (x) (4.30)

andKI,J < 1, then we obtain the estimate

�I,J (x)�hI,J (x)+ (1−KI,J )−1hI,JKI,J (x).

Proof. Let � < min{l(I ), l(J )} then, since��(−�)I,�(−�)J ��I,J , we get from (4.30)

��(−�)I,�(−�)J (x)�h�(−�)I,�(−�)J (x)+ �I,JK�(−�)I,�(−�)J (x)
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and hence, by taking suprema,

�I,J �hI,J + �I,JKI,J .

Therefore, asKI,J < 1, we have

�I,J �(1−KI,J )−1hI,J ,

which can be plugged into the right-hand side of (4.30) to yield the result. �

Applying this lemma to (4.28) we obtain

Lemma 4.27. Let g be defined by(4.29), then the estimate

|(� × uc
I )(x)− (� × uc

J )(x)|�gI,J (x)+ (1− ks)−1gI,J ks

holds for all x ∈ �, I, J ∈ Cs , provided s < 1
k
.

For the special case of functions depending merely on one input, Lemma4.26 can
be applied to (4.26):

Lemma 4.28. For s < 1
k
, I ∈ Cs , � ∈ BM(�) and x ∈ �, one has

|(� × uc
I )(x)|�‖�‖(1− ks)−1. (4.31)

While so far the results only require� ∈ BM(�), in Theorem6.11 we will restrict
ourselves toC0(�). Then we can formulate continuity assumptions onuI and �I as

Hypothesis 4.29.(a) There exists somel > 0 and some nondecreasing functionC(s)
on [0, l], tending to zero ass tends to zero, such that

V (|��(·)I − ��(·)J |(x,�b))�C(s)‖I − J‖ (4.32)

for all s ∈ [0, l], x ∈ �, I, J ∈ Cs .
(b) There exists somel > 0, such that for all� ∈ C0(�) and all � > 0, there exists

some� = �(�,�), such that

|(� × uI )(x)− (� × uJ )(x)|�� (4.33)

for all x ∈ �, s ∈ [0, l] and all I, J ∈ Cs with ‖I − J‖��.

Finally, we can prove the main result of this subsection, which guarantees that
Hypothesis2.8 is fulfilled.
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Theorem 4.30.There exists somel > 0, such that for all� ∈ C0(�) and all � > 0,
there exists some� = �(�,�), such that

|(� × uc
I )(x)− (� × uc

J )(x)|��

for all x ∈ �, s ∈ [0, l] and all I, J ∈ Cs with

‖I − J‖��.

Proof. By Lemma4.27, one has

|(� × uc
I )(x)− (� × uc

J )(x)|�gI,J (x)+ (1− ks)−1ksgI,J . (4.34)

On the other hand, from (4.29) and Lemma4.28 one has

gI,J (x) = |(� × uI )(x)− (� × uJ )(x)|
+oc

I V (|��(·)I − ��(·)J |(x,�b))

� |(� × uI )(x)− (� × uJ )(x)|
+‖�‖(1− ks)−1V (|��(·)I − ��(·)J |(x,�b)).

The rest follows by plugging this estimate into (4.34) and using Hypothesis4.29. �

4.5. Weak* continuous dependence on time

Working along the same lines as in Section4.4, we verify Hypothesis2.13in terms of
the behaviour of the mapt �−→ u�(t)I , which itself will be investigated in Section6.5.
Note, that forI ∈ C and s, t ∈ [0, l(I )], from (4.22) we get

oc
�(t)I − oc

�(s)I = o�(t)I − o�(s)I + (oc ∗ �)�(t)I − (oc ∗ �)�(s)I . (4.35)

If t > s, we rewrite the second difference on the right-hand side as

(oc ∗ �)�(t)I − (oc ∗ �)�(s)I

=
∫
[0,s)

(oc
�(−�)�(t)I − oc

�(−�)�(s)I )× ��(d�)�(s)I

+
∫
[s,t)

oc
�(−�)�(t)I × ��(d�)�(t)I . (4.36)
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For x ∈ �, the first integral can be estimated as

∣∣∣∣
∫
[0,s)

((oc
�(−�)�(t)I − oc

�(−�)�(s)I )× ��(d�)�(s)I )(x)

∣∣∣∣
� sup

�∈�b, �∈[0,s)
|oc

�(−�)�(t)I (�)− oc
�(−�)�(s)I (�)|ks

= oc
�(t)I − oc

�(s)I ks.

Similarly, we estimate the second integral of (4.36) as

∣∣∣∣
∫
[s,t)
(oc

�(−�)�(t)I × ��(d�)�(t)I )(x)

∣∣∣∣
� sup

�∈�b, �∈[s,t)
|oc

�(−�)�(t)I (�)|k(t − s)

�oc
�(t)I k(t − s).

Hence, forx ∈ � and 0�s < t� l(I ), we can derive from (4.35) that

|oc
�(t)I (x)− oc

�(s)I (x)|
� |o�(t)I (x)− o�(s)I (x)| + oc

�(t)I k(t − s)+ oc
�(t)I − oc

�(s)I ks.

= g�(t)I,�(s)I (x)+ oc
�(t)I − oc

�(s)I ks, (4.37)

where

g�(t)I,�(s)I (x) := |o�(t)I (x)− o�(s)I (x)| + oc
�(t)I k(t − s). (4.38)

Now, we can apply Lemma4.26 to (4.37).

Lemma 4.31. For x ∈ � and sufficiently smalll(I ), one has

|oc
�(t)I (x)− oc

�(s)I (x)|�g�(t)I,�(s)I (x)+ (1− kl(I ))−1g�(t)I,�(s)I kl(I ), (4.39)

where g is defined by(4.38).

Before estimating (4.39) using (4.38), it remains to state a continuity assumption
for u:
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Hypothesis 4.32.There exists somel > 0, such that for all� ∈ C0(�) and all � > 0
there exists some� = �(�,�), such that

|(� × u�(s)I )(x)− (� × u�(t)I )(x)|�� (4.40)

for all x ∈ �, I ∈ Cl and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.

Now Hypothesis2.13 can be verified:

Theorem 4.33.There exists somel > 0, such that for all� ∈ C0(�) and all � > 0
there exists some� = �(�,�), such that

|(� × uc
�(s)I )(x)− (� × uc

�(t)I )(x)|�� (4.41)

for all x ∈ �, I ∈ Cl and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.

Proof. By Lemma4.31, one has forx ∈ � and sufficiently smalll(I ) that

|(� × uc
�(t)I )(x)− (� × uc

�(s)I )(x)|
�g�(t)I,�(s)I (x)+ (1− kl(I ))−1kl(I )g�(t)I,�(s)I , (4.42)

where by Lemma4.28 and (4.38) one has

0�g�(t)I,�(s)I (x) � |(� × u�(t)I )(x)− (� × u�(s)I )(x)|
+‖�‖(1− kl(I ))−1k(t − s). (4.43)

The first term on the right-hand side of (4.43) tends to zero as|s − t | → 0 for l(I )
sufficiently small, uniformly inI and x ∈ � by Hypothesis4.32 and hence so does
g�(t)I,�(s)I (x). Using this, the statement follows from (4.42). �

5. Nonlinear structured population models

We elaborate the hypotheses made in Section3.

5.1. Linear continuous output

Remember that for the case� ∈ (C0(�))n, the continuity of the map

t �−→ � × uc
�(t)I ×m

is guaranteed, see Section3.1. Since also for the subsequent verification of global
existence and continuity properties of the nonlinear system, the continuity of� is of
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great use, we will concentrate on this case. For the class of models where� can be
represented by an element of the bidual space, we can suppose� ∈ (BM(�))n ⊂
(C0(�)∗∗)n (where more precisely “⊂” refers to embedding, see the remarks below
Assumption4.21). We refer to[10] for a technically more involved method to treat the
case of a� with jumps.

Remark 5.1. In biologically relevant models� depends onI. In [10] it is suggested
however that most (if not all) models have a hierarchical structure of the form

I1 = �1 ×m, I2 = �2(I1)×m, . . . (5.1)

In that paper it is also argued that this structure can be used to construct solutions
via a similar contraction argument as in the case where� is independent ofI. We are
confident that also the arguments used in the following to derive global existence can
be generalized to models having the hierarchical structure, but leave the elaboration for
future work.

Assumption 5.2. There exists some� ∈ (C0(�))n, such that

H(uc
�(·)I ×m) = � × uc

�(·)I ×m, (5.2)

for all m ∈ M+(�), I ∈ Cs , s > 0.

Corollary 5.3. Hypothesis3.5 holds and when, as inDefinition 3.3, we definePmI =
H(uc

�(·)I ×m), then for all s > 0 it holds thatPm(Cs) ⊂ Cs .

In analogy to (4.20) and (4.21), we rewrite (5.2) as

PmI = oc
�(·)I ×m, (5.3)

while definingoI and oc
I by

o
(c)
I := � × u(c)I . (5.4)

5.2. Global solutions

For a linear output the Lipschitz condition on the input output map Hypothesis3.24
is fulfilled, if a corresponding condition for the clan output holds:

Lemma 5.4. Assume there exists some� > 0 and some nondecreasing functionK :
[0, �] −→ R+ with lims↓0 K(s) = 0, such that

|oc
I (x)− oc

J (x)|�K(s)‖I − J‖ (5.5)
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for all s ∈ [0, �], all I, J ∈ Cs and all x ∈ �, thenHypothesis3.24 holds, i.e.,

‖PmI − PmJ‖�K(s)‖I − J‖

for all m ∈ M+(�), s ∈ [0, �] and I, J ∈ Cs .

Proof. Let s ∈ [0, �] and t ∈ [0, s], then the statement follows from the estimate

|PmI (t)− PmJ(t)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫
�
(oc

�(t)I (x)− oc
�(t)J (x))m(dx)

∣∣∣∣
� K(t)‖�(t)I − �(t)J‖‖m‖�K(s)‖m‖‖I − J‖. �

Hence, we estimate the differences of clan outputs, more precisely we guarantee the
Lipschitz property (5.5) via a corresponding property for individual outputs:

Hypothesis 5.5.There exists some� > 0 and some nondecreasing functionC2 :
[0, �] −→ R+, tending to zero ass tends to zero, such that

|oI (x)− oJ (x)|�C2(s)‖I − J‖ (5.6)

for all s ∈ [0, �], x ∈ �, I, J ∈ Cs .

Proposition 5.6. There exists some�>0 and a nondecreasing functionK : [0, �] −→
R+, tending to zero as s tends to zero, such that

|oc
I (x)− oc

J (x)|�K(s)‖I − J‖

for all s ∈ [0, �], all I, J ∈ Cs and all x ∈ �.

Proof. Like in the proof of Theorem4.30, with � specified to be�, one deduces

|oc
I (x)− oc

J (x)|�gI,J (x)+ (1− ks)−1ksgI,J , (5.7)

where

gI,J (x) � |oI (x)− oJ (x)|
+‖�‖(1− ks)−1V (|��(·)I − ��(·)J |(x,�b)).

Then by Hypotheses4.29 (a) and5.5, one arrives at a Lipschitz estimate forgI,J (x),
which can be plugged into (5.7) to yield the statement.�
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5.3. Weak* continuous dependence on the initial value

Using that by Corollary5.3, (5.2) and (4.1) we have

PmI = � × T�(·)Im,

we can now verify Hypothesis3.30 via the boundedness of�.

Lemma 5.7. For all s > 0 and all I ∈ Cs , the map

m �−→ � × T�(·)Im

is continuous fromM(�), provided with the norm topology, to Cs .

Proof. Let s > 0, I ∈ Cs and � ∈ [0, s] and suppose, thatmn −→ m in M+(�), then
from the boundedness of� (Assumption5.2) and TI (Hypothesis2.5), we get

‖� × T�(�)Imn − � × T�(�)Im‖�ceks‖�‖‖mn −m‖ (5.8)

(recall that�(�) is a bounded linear operator of norm one). Hence, also the supremum
of the left-hand side over all� ∈ [0, s] tends to zero forn tending to infinity and the
statement of the lemma follows. �

6. Deterministic individual development for linear systems with input

For the verification of the hypotheses made in Sections4 and 5 we concentrate on
the case of deterministic individual development, which we callgrowth. Moreover, we
shall assume that there is only one possible state at birth.

6.1. Vital functions

Assumption 6.1. (a) There exists somexb ∈ � such that�b := {xb} (see Defini-
tion 4.13). We call xb the state at birth

(b) There exist functionsXI , FI andLI with the following interpretations:
XI (x) denotes the i-state (size) of an individual that has evolved under an inputI

during l(I ) time units after the individual had statex.
FI (x) denotes thesurvival probabilityof such an individual.
LI (x) denotes thereproduction function, i.e., the expected number of offspring pro-

duced by such an individual in the time interval of lengthl(I ) experiencing inputI.

Remark 6.2. In case that individual development can be described by birth, growth
and death rates�, g and �, like in the class of models described by the PDE given in
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the introduction, one can easily define vital functions in terms of these rates: one uses
that the functiont �−→ X�(t)I (x0) is the unique solution of the initial value problem

d

dt
x(t) = g(x(t), I (t)),

x(0) = x0

and that

FI (x0) = e−
∫ l(I )

0 �(X�(s)I (x0),I (s)) ds

and

LI (x0) =
∫ l(I )

0
�(X�(s)I (x0), I (s))F�(s)I (x0) ds.

For an example for the modelling of individual behaviour via rates, we refer to the
cannibalism model described in[7,10,15,16]. This model is very instructive as it is on
the one hand simple in the way that only one (structured) population is involved, but
on the other hand features structure (size-dependence) and nonlinearities (cannibalistic
interactions).

Now the earlier defined kernels take the form

uI (x,) = �XI (x)()FI (x), (6.1)

�I (x,) = LI (x)�xb() (6.2)

for x ∈ � and  ∈ � and we formulate Hypotheses4.5, 4.8 and 4.11 in terms of the
vital functions.

Assumption 6.3. (i) (x,) �−→ �XI (x)()FI (x) and (x,) �−→ LI (x)�xb() are
parametrized families of positive kernels.

(ii) For I ∈ C, � ∈ [0, l(I )] and x ∈ � the two consistency relations

LI (x) = L�(�)I (x)+ L�(−�)I (X�(�)I (x))F�(�)I ,

FI (x) = F�(�)I (x)F�(−�)I (X�(�)I (x))

hold.
(iii) For x ∈ � and I ∈ C the function� �−→ L�(�)I (x) is nondecreasing on[0, l(I )]

and lim�↓0 L�(�)I (x) = 0.
(iv) For x ∈ � and I ∈ C the function� �−→ F�(�)I (x) is nonincreasing on[0, l(I )]

and lim�↓0 F�(�)I (x) = 1, in particularFI (x)�1.
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Note that, whenXI , FI andLI are defined via rates, like suggested in Remark6.2,
Assumption6.3 can be guaranteed in a straightforward and natural manner.

6.2. Exponential boundedness

Concerning exponential boundedness, all that is left to do at this level is to verify
either the reproduction delay or the linear boundedness of the reproduction kernel,
which leads to the following alternatives.

Assumption 6.4. There exists some� > 0, such that for alls ∈ [0, �] and all I ∈ Cs ,
one has

LI (xb) = 0.

Assumption 6.5. There exists somek > 0, such that for allx ∈ � and all I ∈ C one
has

LI (x)�kl(I ).

6.3. Existence of the preadjoint

We guarantee Hypothesis4.23 using that, by (6.1) and (6.2), we get

(� × uI )(x) =
∫
�

�(y)FI (x)�XI (x)(dy) = �(XI (x))FI (x), (6.3)

�I (x,�b) = LI (x). (6.4)

Assumption 6.6. (a) For everyI ∈ C, the mapsx �−→ XI (x) and x �−→ FI (x) are
continuous on�.

(b) For everyI ∈ C, x0 ∈ �, � > 0 there exists some� = �(I, x0, �) such that

V (L�(·)I (x)− L�(·)I (x0)) < �,

for all x ∈ � with |x − x0| < �.
(c) For every compact setK ′ ⊂ � there exists some compact setK ⊂ �, such that

XI (x) ∈ �\K ′ if x ∈ �\K.
(d) The functionx �−→ LI (x) vanishes at infinity.

Note that for the large class of models with compact�, (c) and (d) are always
guaranteed. For noncompact�, whenXI (x) ∈ R represents age or size, one can verify
(c) via a monotonicity assumption onx �→ XI (x).
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Remark 6.7. For noncompact�, (d) is too strong for many models (an exception
is “humans” and “age dependence”) (see also Remark4.24): Individuals, in general,
do not stop reproducing upon reaching a certain age (or size), its the mortality, in fact,
that stops the reproduction. We hope in future work to incorporate this idea into the
modelling by restricting the set of possible population states to exponentially weighted
measures and as a consequence to be able to allow a pairing of such measures with
functions that do not necessarily vanish at infinity.

Lemma 6.8. For every� ∈ C0(�) and everyI ∈ C, the function

x �−→ (� × uI )(x)

is an element ofC0(�).

Proof. The continuity follows via (6.3), Assumption6.6(a) and the continuity of�.
The vanishing at infinity follows from Assumption6.6(c) and the vanishing at infinity
of �. �

Finally note that the continuity property in Assumption6.6(b) clearly implies the
truth of Hypothesis4.23(b) and the vanishing at infinity in Assumption6.6(d) implies
the vanishing at infinity ofx −→ �I (x,�b). Hence Hypothesis4.23 is verified.

6.4. Weak* continuous dependence on input

We elaborate Hypothesis4.29. There we assumed weak* continuity of the survival
kerneluI , for somel > 0 uniformly for x ∈ � andI, J ∈ Cl , which will be guaranteed
via

Assumption 6.9. There exists some� > 0 and positive functionsCX andCF , bounded
on [0, �], such that

|XI (x)−XJ (x)| � CX(s)

∫ s

0
|I (�)− J (�)| d�, (6.5)

|FI (x)− FJ (x)| � CF (s)

∫ s

0
|I (�)− J (�)| d� (6.6)

for all s ∈ [0, �], all I, J ∈ Cs and all x ∈ �.

Remark 6.10. Estimates (6.5)–(6.7) are precisely the estimates that are already used in
the local theory in[10]. There, their realization is guaranteed for the case thatXI , FI
andLI are prescribed by corresponding rates (see Remark6.2), by imposing Lipschitz
assumptions on the rates. We therefore take these for granted.
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Theorem 6.11.Hypothesis4.29 (b) holds, i.e., there exists somel > 0, such that for
all � ∈ C0(�) and all � > 0 there exists some� = �(�,�), such that

|(� × uI )(x)− (� × uJ )(x)|��

for all x ∈ � and all I, J ∈ Cs , s ∈ [0, l] with ‖I − J‖��.

Proof. We estimate

|(� × uI )(x)− (� × uJ )(x)|
= |�(XI (x))FI (x)− �(XJ (x))FJ (x)|
� |�(XI (x))− �(XJ (x))| + ‖�‖|FI (x)− FJ (x)|.

The statement now follows from Assumption6.9 and the uniform continuity of�. �

Next, we give the assumption corresponding to the variation estimate Hypothesis
4.29(a).

Assumption 6.12.There is some� > 0 and some nondecreasing functionCL on [0, �],
such that for alls ∈ [0, �], all I, J ∈ Cs and all x ∈ � one has

V (L�(·)I (x)− L�(·)J (x))�CL(s)
∫ s

0
|I (�)− J (�)| d�. (6.7)

We conclude with a counterexample showing that in general continuous dependence on
the input is not given in the dual space norm onM(�). (This means of course that
we cannot expect differentiability in that sense either).

Example 6.13.Let � ⊂ R+ and consider a population disregarding births and deaths
(which could apply, when considering a population for a short time) under a given
constant inputI ∈ C. Define

XI (x) = x + l(I )I
(e.g., via an individual growth rateg(x, I ) = I ). As survival probability we take
FI (x) = 1 and so

uI (x, ·) = FI (x)�x+l(I )I = �x+l(I )I .

The next state operator takes the form

TIm = uc
I ×m = uI ×m

= �·+l(I )I ×m =
∫
�

�x+l(I )Im(dx).
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Now let the initial population be concentrated in one individual statem := �x0, then

TI�x0 = �XI (x0) = �x0+l(I )I .

Fix a length l(I ) =: s and defineIn, I ∈ Cs with In := 1
n

and I := 0, then clearly
In −→ I .

Now consider the dual space norm or strong topology given by

‖m‖ = sup
‖�‖=1

∣∣∣∣
∫
�

�(x)m(dx)

∣∣∣∣

and choose for everyn ∈ N some continuous function�n with �n(x0) = 1 and
�n(x0 + s

n
) = −1. Then

‖TIn�x0 − TI�x0‖ = ‖�x0 − �x0+ s
n
‖ = sup

‖�‖=1

∣∣∣∣
∫
�

�(x)(�x0 − �x0+ s
n
)(dx)

∣∣∣∣

�
∣∣∣∣
∫
�

�n(x)(�x0 − �x0+ s
n
)(dx)

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣�n(x0)− �n

(
x0 + s

n

)∣∣∣
= |1− (−1)| = 2

for all n ∈ N, which proves that the next state operator does not depend continuously
on the input in this topology.

6.5. Weak* continuous dependence on time

We elaborate Hypothesis4.32.

Assumption 6.14.There exists somel > 0, such that for all� > 0 there exists some
� = �(�) such that

|X�(s)I (x)−X�(t)I (x)|��,

|F�(s)I (x)− F�(t)I (x)|��

for all x ∈ �, I ∈ Cl and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t | < �.

Theorem 6.15.Hypothesis4.32 holds, i.e., there exists somel > 0, such that for all
� ∈ C0(�) and all � > 0 there exists some� = �(�,�), such that

|(� × u�(s)I )(x)− (� × u�(t)I )(x)|��

for all x ∈ �, I ∈ Cl and all s, t ∈ [0, l] with |s − t |��.
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Finally we show that, like in the case of continuity with respect to the input, we
cannot expect strong continuity.

Example 6.16.Consider the linear semigroup with input from Example6.13, but define

XI (x) = x + l(I ) (6.8)

(e.g., via a growth rateg(x) = 1), then

TIm = �x+l(I ) ×m

and

TI�x0 = �x0+l(I )

for populations concentrated in one individual state. Then

T�( 1
n
)I�x0 = �x0+ 1

n
,

T�(0)I�x0 = �x0,

but a computation like in Example6.13 shows that

‖T�( 1
n
)I�x0 − T�(0)I�x0‖ = 2.

7. Nonlinear deterministic individual development and fixed state at birth

The only hypothesis in Section5 is Hypothesis5.5, which will be verified now.

7.1. Global solutions

The Lipschitz property for the output mapoI can be guaranteed via a corresponding
property of�.

Assumption 7.1. The output function� is globally Lipschitz.

Lemma 7.2. There exists some�>0 and some nondecreasing functionC2 : [0, �] −→
R+ tending to zero for s tending to zero, such that for alls ∈ [0, �], I, J ∈ Cs and
all x ∈ � one has

|oI (x)− oJ (x)|�C2(s)‖I − J‖. (7.1)
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Proof. One uses the same estimate as in the proof of Theorem6.11, while replacing
� by � and using Assumptions5.2 and 7.1. �

8. Summarizing the results for populations with deterministic individual growth

We illustrate the results of this paper by applying them to a class of models describing
the dynamics of a size structured one species population with deterministically growing
individuals. The development of an individual can then be modelled with size and
input dependent growth, survival and reproduction functionsXI (x), FI (x) andLI (x)
(for precise interpretations see Section6.1), a size dependent output function�(x)
(Section5.1), and a fixed size at birthxb. Define

Lc
I (x) :=

∞∑
k=1

Lk∗I (x),

with inductively

L1∗
I := LI ,

Lk∗I := L
(k−1)∗
I ∗ LI , k�2

and

(L ∗ L)I (x) =
∫
[0,l(I ))

L�(−s)I (xb)L�(ds)I (x)

(the last identity follows by plugging (6.2) into (4.6) and (4.7). The population state is
described by a measurem over the possible individual sizes. We have proven

Theorem 8.1. SupposeXI , FI , LI and � satisfyAssumptions6.3, 6.5, 6.9, 6.12 and
7.1 then, for the nonlinear dynamical systemS(s,m) = T�(s)Imm defined via the linear
system with input

(TIm)() :=
∫
�

FI (x)�XI (x)()m(dx)

+
∫
�

∫
[0,l(I ))

F�(−�)I (xb)�X�(−�)I (xb)()L
c
�(d�)I (x)m(dx)

and the fixed pointIm of the contraction

I �−→ PmI =
∫
�

�(x)(T�(·)Im)(dx),
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one has global existence viaTheorem3.27. Moreover, S defines a semiflow in the sense
of Definition 3.20 (Theorem3.22) and is bounded in the sense ofTheorem3.23.
If additionally Assumptions6.6 and 6.14 hold, then S is weak* continuously depen-

dent on time and state in the sense ofTheorems3.28 and 3.31.

9. Conclusions and outlook

Comparing the linear and nonlinear sections at each level, we see that for the non-
linear theory much can be established at an abstract level, via the linear theory and
by concatenating inputs. We hope it also became clear how in many ways introducing
interaction variables allows one to analyse nonlinear problems mainly in terms of linear
problems.

For multispecies models one can define the i-state space� as the disjoint union of
the single species i-state spaces�j , j = 1, . . . , k and model the interactions between
species via inputs.

Finally we mention that structural stability, in the sense of continuous dependence
with respect to the modelling ingredients, is still to be established. This is rather
important in view of numerical approximation.
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